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If small attainability subspaces of linear time delay systems are closed in a 
certain Sobolev space, the existence of Lagrange multipliers for optimal control to 
small solutions is guaranteed. This paper characterizes the required closedness 
property using an algebraic approach due to R. Jakubczyk. As a main result it 
turns out that ciosedness is-in an algebraic sense-generic in the variety of system 
matrices (A,, A,, BO) with rank A, not greater than the dimension of the control 
space. This is in contrast to known results on ciosedness of attainability subspaces 
playing an analogous role for optimal control to fixed final states instead of small 
solutions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the linear, autonomous time delay system 
i(t) = A,x(t) f A ,x(t - h) + B,u(t), t>o; (1.1) 
here T> h > 0, A,,A, E RnXn, B,f RnXm, the control functions u are 
elements of .Lp( [O, T], F?“), and 1 <p < 03. Define the attainability subspace 
dT c W’pP([-h, 01, R”) by 
S&r := (xT: x is a solution of (1.1) with initial 
state x0 = 0 for some control function 24 E L, 1; 
here q(s) :=x(8 + s), s E f-h, 0], t& 0. Then the maI1 ~ttai~ab~zity 
subspace ~5; of order 012 0 is defined by 
J%q := {x,,,: x is a solution of (1.1) on [T, T-t- a] with control 
function u = 0 and initial state x7. E SZ’$ ).
Observe that for T’ > T > nh 
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since ~2; c MYr+a and the attainability subspace does not increase after time 
nh (see [ 1, Corollary 5.11). This paper gives an algebraic characterization 
for closedness of &‘F, where a = kh, k E {0, 1, 2 ,... } fixed, as a subspace of 
Wk+‘qp([-h, 01, IF?“). Th’ 1s property guarantees [2, 31 the existence of 
Lagrange multipliers for optimal control of the delay system (1.1) from a 
fixed initial state to small solutions, where the end condition has the form 
X -0 T+a - (1.2) 
and x(t), t > T, is the solution of (1.1) with zero control u(t) = 0, t > T, and 
initial state x, E dT. This means that the final state xT at time T has to 
generate a small solution vanishing after time t = T + a - h, i.e., the system 
“automatically” comes to equilibrium, without control action. 
For a = 0, this includes the fixed final state optimal control problem, 
where xT = 0. For a = h, it means that the reduced state Fxr = 0 (see [5 ] 
and Remark 4.5 below). By a classical result due to Henry [6] all small 
solutions vanish after time t = (n - 1) h. Hence (1.2) holds for a = nh iff it 
holds for any a > nh. 
Kurcyusz and Olbrot showed in [7] that d”, = c&T is closed in 
W’*p([-h, 01, R”) iff 
AlA;. c .B for all i = 0, l,..., II - 1, (1.3) 
where .9’ := Im B,. This condition is not generic in the space of system 
matrices (A,,A,,B,) E lRnXn x IR”‘” x IR”‘“. In particular, if the pair 
(A,, B,) is controllable, (1.3) means that Im A I c Im B,. 
The results of this paper show that the small attainability subspace -&: is 
closed under much weaker conditions. Again, closedness is not generic if we 
allow arbitrary system matrices (A,,A,,B,)E IRnxn x lRnxn x IRnxm. 
However, it turns out that closedness is-in an algebraic sense-generic in 
the variety of all matrices (AO, A,, B,) satisfying rank A, < m. This means 
that closedness of z.@‘“, is generic if the number of “independent delay terms” 
is not greater than the dimension of the control space. Then the existence of 
Lagrange multipliers for the corresponding optimal control problems with 
fixed reduced final state Fx, = 0 is guaranteed. This “law of requisite variety 
in control” (cp. [ I I]) distinguishes an important class of delay systems, since 
in applications usually only certain state variables contain a delay. 
Furthermore, this result underlines the relevance of the structural operator F 
and the associated state concept. 
Our methods are algebraic and based on the paper by Jakubczyk [S]. 
Section 2 gives a brief summary of these tools. Section 3 characterizes 
closedness of &‘th using invariants of induced module homomorphisms over 
the ring /R,,(s) of proper rational functions over IR. In Section 4 we get 
criteria for closedness in terms of the system matrices A,, A 1, B,. This 
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generalizes the characterization (1.3) by Kurcyusz and Olbrot in [7] and 
yields the genericity statement. 
The methods differ from those employed in [7] as well as from those used 
by Banks et al. in [l] and Colonius and Hinrichsen in [3] for the study of 
closedness of attainability subspaces. 
~~tat~~n. For k E N := {l, 2,...}, J%‘“*“([t,,, t ], R’) denotes the Banach 
space of continuous functions rc/: [to, tl] + R” having an absolutely 
continuous (k - 1)st derivative I#~- ‘) with derivative v/‘~’ E LP( [t,, t,], iii “). 
The norm is given by 
II WH := I(1 W(LJ~ I W”‘(GJl>...~ I vtk- *‘(a~ II WCk’ IILJ 
where ]. ] denotes the Euclidean norm in finite-dimensional space. 
For square matrices Ai, i E { 1, 2 ,..., k), 
!A Ai :=A,A, ‘** A,, 
and n’jL-, A i is defined as the unit matrix. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Based on the work of Jakub~zyk [S] this section gives an algebraic 
framework for the study of closedness of small attainability subspaces. 
We consider operators 
of the form 
K: L,([O, f, 1, W) -+ wkJylo, t, 1, R”) 
K=L+M. (2.1) 
Here A4 is a unite-dimensional operator (i.e., a bounded operator with finite- 
dimensional range) and L is a Volterra-type operator 
(Lo) :== I’ qt - s) u(s) ds, tE IO, f,l, (2.2) 
cl 
where 1 is a n X m-matrix with entries I, of the form 
lij(t) = C exp(At) B, t > 0, (2.3) 
and A, B, C are matrices of dimensions k x k, k x 1, and 1 x k, k f IN, 
respectively. 
Observe that the decomposition (2.1) is unique. 
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Remark 2.1. The Laplace transform of 1, is a strictly proper rational 
function over IR, and, conversely, by standard results in realization theory 
the inverse Laplace transform of each strictly proper rational function has 
the form (2.3). 
Let L(s) be the Laplace transform of L. 
One can associate certain invariants qi to operators of the form (2.2). 
Consider the formal power series expansion 
L(s) = 9 LjC’, 
j=O 
where Lj E I?“‘” (observe that Lo = 0). Let 
Lo 0 ..f 0 
L, Lo q:= : t. 9 0 * Li L,-* **. Lo 
We define as a special case of [8, Remark 21 
90(L) := 0, 
qi(L) := rank q - rank 5!-, , 
qcz3CL) := syP 4iCL). 
iE [N, (2.4) 
Remark 2.2. The invariants qi are related to the Smith normal form of 
L(s) over /RJs) (see [8, Theorem 3 and Remark I]). 
Remark 2.3. The invariant qi measures the rank of that part of the map 
L, which makes elements in L, at most i times smoother, and qm is the 
general rank. 
We note the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and A, M: X -+ Y be linear 
operators, where A is closed and A4 is a boundedfinite-dimensional operator. 
Then Im A is closed rfl Im(A + M) is closed. 
For a proof see, e.g., [8, Lemma 11. 
The following two theorems are basic for this paper. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be an operator as in (2.1). Then K has a closed 
range in ?V”*“([t,, t,], iR”) iff 
4dL) = qm(L)* G-5) 
This is a special case of [8, Corollary I]. 
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DEFINITION 2. I. Let X, and X, be subspaces of a Banach space X, . 
Then X, cfX, iff there is a finite-dimensional subspace X of X, with 
x,cx,+x. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let K, = L, +M, and K, = L, + Mz be operators as 
described in (2.1) (with possibly different dimensions m). Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Im K, c,Im K 21 
(ii) ImL,cImL,: 
(iii) Im L,(s) c Im L*(s) 02)eT R,(s); 
(iv) qi([L,,L,])=q,(L,)far al2 I <i< co. 
In (iv), [L, , L, 1 is the Volterru-type operator (L, , L, 1 (u) := (L, u, I;, u). 
The proof follows easily from [S, Theorem 5 1 taking into account the 
definition of qi. 
The relevance of these results for the theory of delay systems will become 
clearer by the following definitions. 
Let S: W“p( i-h, O], R”) -+ W1*P(j-h, O], R”) denote the operator which 
maps the initial state I,V E W’vP([-h, O], R”) onto the corresponding solution 
segment x,, of the uncontrolled system (1.1) (i.e., u = 0). Then by the 
variation of constants formula for ordinary differential systems we get 
where 
s~=A,v+A,,w (2.6) 
IArwlft) := ev@df + h)) w(O), t f t-h, 01% 
IA,vl(t) := j;, w4W - ~1) A1 v(s) & t E I--h, 01. 
Hence S is an operator as described in (2.1). 
Define for u E LP( [-h, 01, R “) 
(B,u)(t) := .rl, exp(A,(t - $1) &u(s) ds, t E I-h, 01. 
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By Laplace transformation A, and B, induce module homomorphisms over 
Wd: 
A(s): lR,“(s) + F?,“(s), A(s) := (d-A,)-‘& 
B(s): iR;(s) -, R;(s), B(s) :=(&AA,)-’ B,. 
3. CLOSEDNESS OF SMALL ATTAINABILITY SUBSPACES 
In this section, we use the invariants qi of induced module 
homomorphisms over R,(S) to characterize closedness of small attainability 
subspaces. 
By the variation of constants formula (2.7) and induction, one finds for 
XNhESgNh, NEN 
N-1 
XNh = x SiBt>U(N-ilh, (3.1) 
i=O 
where Us := u(t + s), s E [A, 0] for t > h. If we identify LJ[O, Nh], R”‘) 
appropriately with LP( [A, 01, R mN), we get 
.dNh = Im[B,,, SB, ,..., S”-‘Bv]. (3.2) 
Define for k = 0, 1, 2,... and NE N 
K;!’ := Sk[B,, SB, ,..., SNPIBJ, 
L;? :=A;[B,,A,,B, ,..., LI;~‘B,]. 
Then 
Im Kck’ = pfkh 
N ’ Nh (3.3) 
and 
M(k) := Kg’ -,$’ 
N 
is a finite-dimensional operator. 
The following theorem gives a first characterization of the closedness 
property. 
THEOREM 3.1. The small attainability subspace &ki is closed in 
Wk+l,p([-h, 01, R”) 
iff 
qk+ ,(L,if’) = q,(L$‘)- (3.4) 
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Prooj Observe that by Remark 2.1 Kg’, L,$‘, and MF’ are operators as 
described in (2.1). By Theorem 2.1, (3.4) holds iff d$ = Im K$’ is closed 
in Wkt’.p([-h, 01, IR”). N ow we will analyze property (3.4). 
LEMMA 3.1. Equation (3.4) holds for all NE IG IT the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 
(4 qk+ ,(AP,J = q,@k,B,); 
(ii) qj(Lgl,) = qj(AtB,)fir all 1 <j< co and all NE n\i. 
Prooj Observe that 
A;B,. = Llk’. 
Hence (i) means that qk+,(L’f)) = q,(Lik’). The use of conditions (ii), (i), 
and (ii) again shows that for N > 1 
q (LCk’)=q cc N (AkB ) cc I, u 
= q/c+ ,(AliB,.) 
= qk+ dL,?). 
Conversely, we only have to prove (ii) for N > 1. Observe that 
@-A,)- = 9 A;-lS-‘. 
i=l 
(3.5) 
Hence, for j > 0, the first k +j + 1 coefficients in the power series expansion 
of 
A(s)~+‘B(s)= [@l-A,)- A,]k+j(sI-AO)p’ B, (3.6) 
vanish. Furthermore 
[A;B,., L ;!+‘)I =L$$. (3.7) 
Then by definition of qj, 
q,(A;B,) = .+s = qk(A&,) = 0 (3.8) 
and 
qo(lA:B,, Lkk+” ])= . . . =qk([A;B,,L,$+l)])=O, (3.9) 
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since in the formal power series expansion LLk “I gives no contribution to 
the coefftcient of s-j, j < k + 1. Thus we get, from (3.4), 
kdLkk: I) = qkt dLii? I> 
= qk+l([AiBv, L,$+“I) 
= qk+ I@@,) 
(3.10) 
where the last equality follows from (i). The equalities (3.8), (3.9), and 
(3.10) prove (ii), taking into account the definition of q,. 
The following theorem gives an interpretation of Lemma 3.1 in terms of 
structural properties of the system. 
THEOREM 3.2. The small attainability subspace J,$, is closed in 
Wk+l,p([-h, 01, IR”) f or all NE iN 13 the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) The small attainability subspace .Mt” is closed in 
Wk+ ‘,“( [-h, 01, I?‘); 
(ii) for all NE N 
&(kt I)h c,&;“. 
Nh 
Furthermore, condition (ii) holds iff 
Im(Ak+‘(s) B(s)) c Im(Ak(s) B(s)) over R,(s). 
ProoJ: Remember 
dkh = Im Kck) 
h I 7 
dFh+ I)h = 1m K’t 1). 
Hence Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.1, and Theorem 2.2 show the equivalence of 
(i) and (ii) above with conditions (i) and (ii) in Lemma 3.1, respectively. 
Furthermore, by Theorem 2.2, condition (ii) is equivalent to 
i.e., 
Im[A~B,,...,A~+N-‘B,] c Im(AtB,) for all NE N, 
Im(A~+‘B,) c Im(AiB,). 
Then Theorem 2.2 again shows the last assertion, 
Remark 3.1. For general linear retarded systems, conditions (i) and (ii) 
above are still known to be sufficient for closedness of dk: [3, 
Theorem 3.21. 
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The following theorem shows that condition (ii) in Theorem 3.2 holds for 
k = n iff it holds for k > n. I could not prove a similar statement for 
condition (i). 
THEOREM 3.3. The condition 
Im(Ak+‘(s) B(s)) c Im(Ak(s)B(s)) (3.11) 
holds for k = n ijjf it holds for any k > n. 
ProoJ: It is a trivial consequence of the definitions that (3.11) holds for 
k” with k” > k’ > 0 if it holds for k’. For the converse, it suffices to prove 
that (3.11) implies 
ifk>n+ 1. 
Im(Ak(s) B(s)) c Im(Ak-‘(s)B(s)) 
The Cayley-Hamilton Theorem applied over R,(s) shows that 
A”(s) = \‘ qj(s) Aj(s), 
,Tn 
where qj(s) E R,(s). In the non-trivial case 
1 := min{j: qj(s) # 0) < n 
exists. Hence for any w(s) E R:(s) 
A ktS) B(s) w(s) = l/q,@) A k-‘(s) q,(s) A ‘(4 B(s) 4s) 
= l/q,(s)Akp’(s) 1 A”(s) - 1 qj(s)Aj(s) 1 B(s) w(s) 
.i > I
= l/q,(s) PP’(s) - x qj(s)‘4 -‘+j-’ 
j>l 
(s)) 
x Ak+ l(s) B(s) w(s). 
(Observe that k + n - I > k + 1, k - If j > k + 1). By assumption there is 
W’(S) E RF(s) such that 
Ilk(s) B(s) w(s) = l/q,(s) [ay) - x qj(s) A ys)] /P(s) B(s) w’(s) 
= 1/q,(s).4-‘-l(s) A”(s) -c qj(s)Aj(s) B(s) w’(s) 
I I 
= A k- l(s) B(s) w’(s), 
i.e., Im(Ak(s) B(s)) c Im(A kP’(s) B(s)). 
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4. CLOSEDNESS CRITERIA IN TERMS OF THE SYSTEM MATRICES 
In this section we establish criteria for the properties (i) and (ii) in 
Theorem 3.2, and prove a genericity statement. 
THEOREM 4.1. The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) For all NE N, &,$,‘l)h cf&ih. 




where the sum at the left is taken over all (i, ,..., ik+ ,), ii E { 0, l,..., t}, with 
xi”=+: ii = t, and the inner sums at the right are taken over all (i , ,..., iJ, ij E 
{O, l,..., r}, with CT=, ii = r. In particular, (ii) is satisfied if 
(iii) For all (iI ,..., ik+l), ijE (0, l,..., n - l}, 
k+l 
,Q (,4,,4~)9cAf.G’9, where .S :=ImB,. 
Proof Condition (i) is equivalent to 
Im(A k+ l(s) B(s)) c Im(A k(s) B(s)) over RJs). (4.1) 
This holds iff there is an m X m-matrix C(s) with entries in R,(s) such that 
[(sz-.40)-‘A,]k+‘(Sz--Ao)-‘Bo 
= [(Sz-Ao)-‘A,]k(sz-Ao)-lBoC(s), 
which is equivalent to 
[A,(sz--Ao)-‘]k+’ B,= [A,(sZ-A,)-‘lk B,C(s). (4.2) 
The left- and right-hand sides of (4.2) are equal iff the corresponding formal 






A, B,= A, f Ah-Is+ B, z Cispi, (4.3) 
i=l i=l i=O 
where C(s) = CEO CisPi, Ci E RmXm; without loss of generality Co = 0. 
Thus (4.2) is equivalent to the condition 
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where the sum at the left is taken over all (iI ,..., ik+ ,), ii > 0, with C ii = t, 
and the sum at the right is taken over all (i 1 ,..., i,, r), ij 2 0, with t: ij = t -I- 1. 




x 1 rI (A,A~B, c,, 
r-1 ,j= 1 I 
where the inner sums are taken over all (i , ,..., ik), ij > 0, with C li = t + 1 - r. 
Then (4.4) and hence (i) are equivalent to (ii). 
Now suppose that (iii) holds. Then the CayIey-~amiIton Theorem applied 
over R shows that for all t = 0, 1, 2,... 




where the sum in the first term is taken over all (i, ,..., ik+,), ij > 0, with 
C ii = t, and the inner sums in the second term are taken over a11 (i, ,..., ik). 
ii 5 0, with C fi = r. Now define recursively a sequence C, E Rmx m, t = 0, 1, 
2,..., as follows: Take C, := 0, and suppose that CO,..., C, E RmXm have been 
defined. Then by (4.5) each column of 
where the sums are taken as in (4.5). Hence there is a matrix C,, , E F?“Xm 
such that (ii) holds. 
Remark 4.1. Consider the case k = 0. Then (ii) reduces to: There exists 
a sequence C, E R”lXm, t = 0, I, 2 ,..., such that 
t-t I 
for all t. 
Invoking the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem over R, this is easily seen to be 
equivalent to 
A,A;,B c .% for all t = 0, l,..., n - 1. 
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Kurcyusz and Olbrot showed in [ 7] (see also [8]) that this condition is 
equivalent to closedness of J$~ = &‘“, in W’PP([-h, 01, R”). Using 
Theorem 3.2 and the fact that -& is always closed in IV’*P([-h, 01, R”), one 
sees that this characterization follows also from Theorem 4.1. In order to 
characterize closedness of &‘i”, we prepare the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that L is an operator as considered in (2.2) with 
L, = . . . FLk-, = 0. Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(9 q,(L) = h(L); 
0 
Lk L Lktj 
In particular, (ii) holds if Im L,,j c Im L, for all j E N. 
ProoJ First, we observe that (i) holds iff for all j E N 
qk+jCL) = qkCLh 
i.e., 
for all jE N. 
. +Im 
rank;iYk+j=(j+ l)rank5$=(j+ l)rankL,. (4.6) 
Thus we have to prove the equivalence of (ii) and (4.6). Certainly, 
rank Pk+j-rank Yk+j-, > rank L,. We show first that (ii) implies the 
converse of this inequality. Let {CL, i E I} be a maximal set of linearly 
independent columns in L,. Consider the corresponding set of columns in 
Pk+j (we omit the zeros corresponding to Lo,..., Lkel): 
where e:,, is a column in Lkfr. 
Let (ek,..., ek+ j)T be one of the first m columns of Yk+ j. 
By assumption, there are ai,, E R such that 
E, = c a&. 
ieI 
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Then 
Use of (ii) shows that this implies rank Yi+j-rank Yk+j- 1 < rank L,. Hence 
(4.6) holds. Conversely, assume that (ii) is not satisfied, i.e., there is for 
some j > 1 an element (0, Lk + I ,..., lk + ,i ,)T in 
/ 0’ 




We claim that (0, C k+, ,..., tkijP 1)’ is not linearly dependent on M, defined as 
above. This will imply that (4.6) does not hold. 
Suppose that there are cli, E R with 
By linear independence of {$} it follows that xi,, IaioI = 0, and (0, Ck+ I ,..., 
Ck+j-,)T is in 
contradicting the definition of (0, Pk,..., (k+j-,)T. 
SOS/S3/3~ IO 
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It remains to prove that Im Lk+i c Im L,, i > 1, implies (ii). We have to 
show 




-L,+,x, = L,x,, L,,,x, = L,x,* 
0 
0 
-Lk+2x, + Lk+,x ’ 
i -Lk+j-IX1 + LkfjX 
Repeated application of these arguments proves the assertion. 
THEOREM 4.2. The small attainability subspace ~8’:~ is closed in 
Wk’lqp( [-h, 01, R”) if the following condition is satisfied: 
ProoJ First observe that dh O is always closed in Wlqp([-h, 01, R”). 
Now let k > 1. We know that &th is closed iff Im Lik’ = Im(AiB,) is 
closed. 
Define the multiplication operator A”, on Wkqp([-h, 01, R’) by 
@I v>(t) := A 1 v(t), tE [-h,O]. 
Then A, can be written as the composition of A”, and an isomorphism 
between Wk*p([-h, 01, IR”) and the closed subspace of all elements 
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fp E Wkfl([-h, 01, R”) with p(-h) = 0. Hence Im(AiB,) is closed in 
Wkt’~p([-h, 01, R’) iff the operator 
L :=A” Ak-‘B I u u 
has a closed image. By Theorem 2.1 this is equivalent to 
qkcL) = qcmo(L) := sup qi(L)* 
For the Laplace transform L(s) of L we obtain 
L(s) = AIAk-‘(s) B(s) 
cc 
= c s-’ 
I 
x jxI (A,Ai-‘)B, , 
t=k .j= 1 I 
where the sum is taken over all (i , ,..., ik), ii > 1, with C ij = t. Thus the coef- 
ficient Lk+t of seki-’ is given by 
L kit =\‘ I”r @,A’dP,, t > 0, 
j=l 
(4.7) 
where the sum is taken over all (ii ,..., ik), ij > 0, with C ij = t. By definition 
of- 4i 
qiCL) = O for i=O, I,..., k- 1, 
qk(L) = rank L, = rank(A:B,). 
Lemma 4.1 and the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem applied over R imply that 
qk+jcL) = qktL) for all j > 1, 
if the condition in the theorem is satisfied. 
Remark 4.2. Using the explicit formula (4.7) for Lk+f, one can give a 
complete characterization for closedness of &i” in the style of Lemma 4.1. 
We omit this, since the criterion is very technical. 
Remark 4.3. Theorem 4.2 corrects an erroneous statement in [2, 
Theorem 3.11. 
Now we will analyse how typical the closedness property of the small 
attainability subspace &i,, is. By Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, Ji,, is 
closed if for all i, i, , i, E (0, l,..., n - 1 }, 
and 
A,A$S cA,.5? (4.8) 
A,Af,‘A,A$vS? CA,,%. (4.9) 
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These conditions are certainly satisfied if 
Im A I = Im(A , B,), (4.10) 
being equivalent to 
rank A I = rank@ 1 B,). (4.11) 
If m > n, this condition is not very restrictive in the space of all system 
matrices (A,,A,,B,)E R”‘” x R”‘” x R”x”. In the following we will be 
concerned with the more important case m < II. 
First observe that (4.8) implies (4.10) if the pair (A,,B,) is controllable, 
hence (4.10) is only a slight strengthening of (4.8), (4.9). 
Since always rank (A ,B,) < m, condition (4.10) can only be satisfied if 
rank A, < m. Hence it cannot be “generic” in the space of admissible triples 
(AO, A,, B,). We “tighten” the space of admissible triples by considering 
only 
and study the subset of triples leading to a closed set Ytgih. We need some 
elementary notions from algebraic geometry to formulate a precise genericity 
statement. 
An (affine) variety (over W) is defined as the set of common zeros of a 
finite collection of polynomials (cp. [9, lo]). A variety is called irreducible if 
it is not the proper union of two varieties. Each variety can be written as the 
union of a finite number of irreducible varieties, called its components. The 
dimension of an irreducible variety X is the (linite) transcendence degree of 
its field R(X) of rational functions. The dimension of a variety is the 
maximal dimension of its components. Identifying R” ” x R” ’ n x Rn ’ m 
with R Zn2+nm, the set V is seen to be a variety. We need the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. The variety X := {A, E R n ’ ” : rank A 1 < m } is irreducible. 
Proof: Define a map r: Rm” x (lR,)“-, + X in the following way: The 
elements of Rm” form the first m rows of an II x n-matrix. The elements of 
the n - m copies of R” are used as coefficients in linear combinations of 
these m rows; these linear combinations form the last IZ - m rows. Then the 
rank of the resulting matrix is not greater than m, and r is continuous in the 
Zariski topology. Thus by [9, p. 71 the closure of Im r is an irreducible 
variety, since affine space is irreducible, and irreducibility is preserved under 
continuous mapping and taking the closure. Furthermore, one can show by 
elementary arguments that Im t is dense in X; hence X is irreducible. 
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It follows from the lemma that also 
JT=lR”X” xxx R”Xm 
is an irreducible variety. Now we can formulate the genericity statement. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let m < n. Then the set of all triples (AO, A,, B,) E Vfor 
which the small attainability subspace M’:, is not closed in 




Then W contains ali tripies (A,,A,, B,) E V for which J,!$, is not closed: 
Suppose that in V rank(A , B,) > m. Then rank(A, B,) = rank A, and JV?‘$ is 
closed. 
Now W is the set of common zeros of finitely many polynomials p defined 
by minors of A, B,. Hence W is a variety. Clearly, W # P’. Hence there is a 
polynomiai p defining W such that V is not contained in the set of zeros of p. 
Since V is irreducible this implies that each irreducible component of W and 
hence W itself has dimension strictly Iower than V has. 
Remark 4.4. Condition (4.10) does not specify a variety. 
Remark 4.5. Define an operator 8’: W’,P([-h, 01, iR”) + iR” x 
W’*P((-h, 01, iI?‘> as the restriction of the usual F-operator on Mp (see IS]): 
FP := (P,(O), A, rp). 
Then the space *&‘F is closely related to the following F-attainability 
subspace F.w”; defined by 
F,&r := {Fu, E IR” x W’Tp(/-h, 01, I?“): cp E &}. 
The space F&i is isomorphic to %&‘$ (under the obvious isomorphism}, and 
Theorem 4.3 genericaily characterizes closedness of FL&$ in R” x 
WISp([-h, O], I?“). 
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